We calculate the quantum correction to Newton constant due to a free scalar field with a quadratic Lagrangian. The field propagator is allowed to have arbitrary higher derivatives, but is required to be generally covariant. It turns out that UV divergence persists even if the propagator vanishes quickly above some energy scale. In order to avoid the infinities, the propagator needs to approach to a nonzero constant at large momentum. We argue that we need a symmetry of the particle spectrum for a UV complete field theory with gravity.
Introduction
In a curved background, the path integral of a matter field φ generates a Hilbert-Einstein action term in its effective action. This leads to a quantum correction to the Newton constant
In the theory of induced gravity [1] , the full Newton constant arises this way. In an ordinary 4 or higher dimensional field theory, even without interactions other than minimal coupling to the background geometry, the quantum contribution to Newton constant is infinite, and needs to be regularized. In a fundamental theory, both the bare coupling G −1 0 and the quantum contribution should be finite. In this paper we would like to obtain constraints on the unknown fundamental theory by requiring that δG −1 be finite. We assume that the UV completeness holds perturbatively, i.e., the theory is still UV finite after turning off interactions among the matter fields. Due to general covariance, the general form of the Lagrangian for a scalar field is
where f is a function of the Laplace operator ∇ 2 . The finiteness of the Newton constant imposes constraints on the functional form of f . An assumption we made implicitly is that the quantum contribution of each field is finite. This is a sufficient but not necessary condition for the total Newton constant to be finite. Another possibility is that some symmetry among all matter fields, such as supersymmetry, ensures that the infinities coming from different fields cancel each other. The quantum contribution of a matter field to Newton constant is closely related to the contribution of a quantum field to the black hole entropy [2] . Hence similar ideas about obtaining constraints on trans-Planckian physics can be found in studies on the black hole entropy. However, previous works [3, 4, 5] take the viewpoint that the dispersion relation is modified at high energies. Hypothetical relations between Hamiltonian and momentum are proposed to make Newton constant finite. The obvious advantage of our approach is that we preserve the general covariance manifestly. In addition, modified dispersion relations are proposed separately for each given class of backgrounds, and calculations may need to be carried out independently for each case. On the contrary, as we will show below, our formulation is background independent.
Our calculation shows that the function f (k 2 ) has to approah a nonvanishing constant in the limit k 2 → ∞. This is in contrast with the situation for ordinary interactions that the propagator 1/f (k 2 ) needs to approach to zero as k 2 → ∞, so that Feynman loop diagrams will converge. Due to this difference between gravitational coupling and ordinary interactions, one can not choose the propagator such that both Newton constant and ordinary couplings are finite.
Therefore we are forced to reexamine our assumptions. Alternative possibilities include: (i) the sum of contributions from all matter fields is finite, although individually they are infinite, (ii) the theory does not have a well defined zero coupling limit. For the second possibility, there is not much we can say for the time being. But if the first is right, we are led to conjecture that there is some symmetry among the particle spectrum, such as supersymmetry, to ensure that the UV divergences cancel.
One Loop Calculation
Following [6] , we use the heat kernel method to calculate the effective action of a scalar field, and then read off its contribution to the Newton constant.
For a field φ satisfying the wave equation
we define the heat kernel G(x, y, τ ) by
G(x, y, 0) = δ(x − y).
It can be used to calculate the effective action W defined by the path integral
Expressed in terms of the heat kernel, W is
where
Note that W is defined up to an (infinite) constant in these formulas. Apart from this constant, terms involving physical interactions should be finite in a UV complete theory. For the canonical free field theory on a curved space, however, they diverge, and the cutoff ǫ 2 for the integral is put in by hand for regularization. For a UV complete theory, the limit ǫ 2 → 0 should be well defined, up to the aforementioned constant. For example, for the massless scalar field on flat space,
The corresponding heat kernel is
On a slightly curved space, one can calculate the heat kernal as an expansion of the curvature, with the zeroth order term given above. It follows that the effective action is
where dσ is the volume element on the boundary of the 4 dimensional spacetime, and K is the curvature on the boundary. The first two terms above correspond to the quantum contribution of φ to the cosmological constant in the bulk and on the boundary. The rest are the lowest order generally invariant terms in the curvature expansion, and they contribute to Newton constant.
Due to general covariance, the effective action W is always of the form (11) in the weak curvature expansion, with possibly different coefficients. In the canonical case above, the quantum contribution to Newton constant is infinite
and a cutoff ǫ 2 is needed for regularization. Let us consider now the most general quadratic generally covariant Lagrangian for φ allowing higher derivatives
as a candidate for the UV complete fundamental theory. Although higher derivatives are notorious for introducing various problems to the canonical formulation, 1 for our purpose we will just view the higher derivatives as a way to define a UV complete quantum theory by the path integral (6) .
Similar to the discussion on the canonical case above, we consider a space with a very small curvature R and calculate the heat kernal as an expansion of R. Let
where G 0 and G 1 are the zeroth and first order terms, respectively. They satisfy
where F is the first order term defined by
The zeroth order solution G 0 is easy to calculate
To calculate G 1 we need to turn on a background with nontrivial curvature. For our purpose we only need the coefficient in front of the Hilbert-Einstein action term dV R. An advantage of this approach is that since the calculation is generally covariant, we do not have to do it for the background of a black hole. For simplicity, we choose the background to be a (large) sphere S d . In normal coordinates, the metric of a sphere is
in the neighborhood of the north pole. The parameter α is proportional to the constant curvature on the sphere. One can easily check that
Using the identity
one can show that for a generic f (−∇ 2 ), F defined by (17) is of the form
We will only need the expressions of F 0 and F 2 below. For any smooth function f ,
where we have denoted k 2 by y. The equation (16) can be easily solved with
One can check that the boundary condition (5) is valid to the first order.
Consider the contribution of a small neighborhood around the point x = 0 to D(t):
where the F 1 (k 2 ) term vanishes due to reflection symmetry k → −k for it is odd in k. The effective action is then
The contribution of quantum fluctuations of φ to Newton constant is thus proportional to
For this quantum correction to be finite, we need both w and v to be finite.
We check the finiteness of w and v by dividing the integral over y = k 2 to 3 regions
the region of small y, the region of finite y and the region of infinite y. The middle region usually contributes a finite number to the Newton constant for any well defined f (y). We need to examine the small y region and large y region more carefully.
For the integral over y around y = 0, we can approximate f (y) by the canonical expression
and find
which is finite if d ≥ 2.
For the integral over y to y → ∞, we need to examine various asymptotic bahaviors of f (y). Assuming that f (y) ∝ y n for large y, we find
The expressions above are not valid if n = 0, 1/2 or 1, in which case w ∞ vanishes according to (26) .
Similarly v vanishes if n = 0 according to (27) . Therefore the only case with finite quantum correction to Newton constant is n = 0. That is, we need
In addition this constant has to be nonzero for w and v to be finite. One can try a more general ansatz for f (y) such as
but we will only arrive at the same conclusion that we need f to approach to a constant. Examples of inverse propagators which give finite quantum contribution to Newton constant include
where m is a constant determining the low energy effective mass of φ, and M is the fundamental energy at which the wave equation is significantly modified. These examples satisfy the following desirable properties 1. The wave eqution is covariant.
The low energy wave equation is canonical
, i.e., f (k 2 ) → (k 2 + m 2 0 ) for small k.
The contribution of quantum fluctuation to Newton constant is finite.
What we see here is quite surprising at first sight. Naively, people expect that the quantum loop calculation is UV finite if we impose a cutoff in the propagator, that is, if the propagator goes to zero quickly above some scale k 2 = Λ 2 . Our calculation shows however that the UV finiteness of Newton constant requires instead that the propagator f −1 (k 2 ) approaches to a nonvanishing constant.
The mathematical reason for our result is the following. When we turn on a curvature in the background, the new interaction term φF φ appearing in the Lagrangian is larger when f (k 2 ) varies faster with k 2 , because F is roughly proportional to the derivative of f . The exponential decay factor in (38), for example, will make both the denominator f and the numerator F to increase exponentially with y in the expressions of w and v. It is therefore not helpful to have the propagator f −1 to vanish quickly above some scale. The major diffrerence between ordinary interactions and the interaction with the background metric which leads to this peculiar property for Newton constant is that the latter interaction is directly affected by a modification of the propagator while the former is not.
Remarks
An important difference between the covariant approach here and the approach of modified dispersion relation is that our dispersion relation is exactly the same as the canonical one for a massless field. For the modification (39), the dispersion relation is the same even for massive fields.
Naively, people tend to believe that if f (k 2 ) approaches to infinity beyond some scale Λ 2 (the propagator f −1 (k 2 ) approaches to zero), Λ will serve as a cutoff that regularize Feynman loop diagrams. Although this notion is correct for ordinary interactions, the remarkable feature for gravitational interaction is that, roughly speaking, F 0 also approaches to infinty if f does, and the integral (32) does not converge. That is, a cutoff of momentum by modifying the propagator does not regularize the quantum correction to Newton constant. We showed instead that the propagator has to approach to a nonzero constant at large k 2 , and this will make the UV divergence of other interactions even worse than the standard propagator
This observation leads to several logical possibilities for a UV finite fundamental theory.
f → constant:
In this case the Newton constant is finite for any field content in the free field limit of the theory. However one needs a mechanism, possibly a large symmetry among all the fields, to make loop diagrams involving other interactions finite.
f → ∞:
In this case we need a symmetry, such as supersymmetry, among the field content of the fundamental theory to cancel each field's contribution to the Newton constant.
Neither of the above:
A symmetry or symmetries among all the fields of the theory is responsible for making both gravitational interaction and other interactions UV finite.
An implicit assumption behind the discussion above is that the fundamental theory is perturbatively well defined, and the zero coupling limit can be taken while keeping the interaction with the background metric finite. With this assumption, all the logical possibilities above points to the necessity of a symmetry among the fields in a UV finite quantum field theory with gravity.
For the first possibility listed above, the large k behavior of the propagator is almost completely determined. This information for trans-Planckian physics can be applied to cosmological models for the very early universe. Possible effect of higher derivatives in cosmology was discussed in [9, 10, 11] .
For the 2nd possibility listed above, the finiteness of the Newton constant leads to a strong constraint on this symmetry we need. The contribution of minimally coupled fields of spin 0, 1/2 and 1 to the Newton constant have been calculated [12] 
where s is the dimension of fermion representation. (For instance, s = 2 for a Weyl spinor in 4 dimensions.) For a field theory in which no fields of higher spin are present (gravity is induced), we need
where N 0 , N 1/2 and N 1 are the number of fields of spin 0, 1/2 and 1, respectively. Obviously this is impossible if d ≥ 8, in which case fields of higher spins are needed. In Witten's bosonic open string field theory [13] , all fields have the canonical kinetic term, and they appear in the cubic interaction terms in the form of φ = e a 2 ∂ 2 φ,
where a 2 = ln(3 √ 3/4)α ′ . Similarly, in the bosonic closed string field theory we have a 2 = 1 2 ln(3 √ 3/4)α ′ [14] . Turning off the open string coupling constant, we are left with unmodified kinetic term, and the UV finiteness of the theory must be due to a cancellation among different fields in the theory.
We can also rewrite the action in terms ofφ, and then the interaction terms are without derivatives. The kinetic term now gets an exponential factor of derivatives. The quadratic part of the Lagrangian is φDφ with D of the form D = (k 2 + m 2 )e 2a 2 k 2 + m 2 0 .
The last term m 2 0 comes from tachyon condensation [15] and the interaction of φ with tachyon. This give a propagator which approaches to zero at large k 2 , and is good for making Feynman loop diagrams finite. But its quantum contribution to Newton constant diverges. The conclusion is again that there is a conspiracy among the different species in the particle spectrum of string theory, a picture consistent with the belief that there is big symmetry yet to be discovered [16] .
